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This software was created to meet our assessment collecting and reporting needs. What are students learning? How do we know? And how do we plan on using this collected information for improvement? We hope this software and guide are helpful to illustrate your commitment to improving student learning here at UTD.

https://provost.utdallas.edu/hyoka/

All faculty can see the assessment data, however, you must have permission to make changes. You may have to log in.

With your mouse cursor hovering over the year, you can choose which report you would like to work on. Please note, 2014 = 2014-2015 school year and 2015 = 2015-2016. We have imported all 2014 reports and put in as much information from the 2015 plans as possible.

Click on the degree program you would like to look at/edit.

Sections below program mission are editable to those with permission. Just click at the start of a line and start typing. Outcomes—if you make any changes under this section, it will automatically populate the rest of the form.

* The field “year program started” is based on when the program was approved by the coordinating board. This data point gives context to outside readers of the program history.
DEFINITIONS:

- **Assessment Measure**: What is being used to see if students are leaving with this knowledge or can do this skill? How will you know what graduates are able to do and know upon completion of the program/class? Is it a test? Paper? Other appropriate information in this box includes the class it is from and how it is graded (what are the criteria—is there a rubric? What makes a paper good?).

- **Results**: How many students achieved success as determined by the measure? What is the evidence that graduates can know and do each learning outcome?

- **Plan**: Did you change anything during the class to improve learning? Are there any changes you think you should make after looking at these results? How are you using these data to make decisions? Did something work well that you would like to continue?

After collecting data for each of the learning outcome, program heads and faculty should summarize what they see. This is an intentional space to see how the program is doing for each learning outcome.

- **Discussion of results**: Is the learning outcome being met? What patterns or concerns are there?

- **Discussion of modifications/recommendations (closing the loop)**: Based on these results, are there any changes or recommendations for pedagogy, curriculum, student support or faculty support? How are you using results to evidence improved learning? If no changes/recommendation, is it because there is more data that needs to be collected? Write that here.

At the end of the report, after each outcome, there is an executive summary. **Program improvements** will be populated with any action items the program committed to during the plan phase. Please address how the program responded to each action item. **Future plan** are any items the program would like to change in the future based on the collected data. This can include any catalog change or any other action items related to student learning. Please see the assessment webpage for an example report.
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